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Success of such an SDI will depend on the control platform
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• A mobile network service control platform to enable safe and rapid service creation and evolution in a mobile SDI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Implementation &amp; Specification</th>
<th>Service Abstraction Composition &amp; Specification</th>
<th>Proteus runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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- A mobile network service control platform to enable safe and rapid service creation and evolution in a mobile SDI
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Diagram:
- Physical eNodeB
- Virtual eNodeB
- eNodeB Template
- Specialized eNodeB Templates
- PGW
- SGW
- Physical mobile resources
- Compute
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Service Template

Init  
Stop  
Start

Service

Template

setupOS

configureNetworking

installPackages

setupDatabases

setupConfigFiles(args)

startProcess

OS_OEPC

ifconfig ..
route ..
DNS resolver ..

apt-get ..
wget myPkg ..

mysql PGW_bindings_db ..

myPkg/PGW_config.sh args

myPkg/PGW_start.sh
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- Safe service evolution and hosted multiplicity
  - Service realization plan
  - Component sharing
  - Component migration and traffic redirection primitives

Location: NYC
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Proteus enables
- safe, rapid, dynamic service evolution
- multiple mobile service instances in parallel
- cloud-like mobile network abstractions
- single mobile platform to be opened up to third-party providers
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Topology in PhantomNet mobility testbed
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- RTT values remain constant from T0 to T1.
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Conclusion

• Problem
  • Mobile network service deployment and evolution very slow
  • Future mobile networks will be unable to meet app demands without being more evolvable

• Our solution
  • Trend towards mobile software-defined infrastructure (SDI)
  • Proteus, a control platform that allows safe and rapid service creation and evolution in a mobile SDI
Questions?